The author is a scholar of teaching practice and also an elementary mathematics teacher. Her work, like that of her colleagues at the Institute for Research on Teaching, focuses on teaching practice from the point of view of the practitioner. Here, in two case studies, she views the teacher as dilemma manager, a broker of contradictory interests, who “builds a working identity that is constructively ambiguous.” To emphasize her conviction that teaching work is deeply personal, the author makes herself the subject of one of these studies. She concludes with an examination of how her view contrasts with prevalent academic images of teachers' work.
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Better student-teacher relationships emerge when you demonstrate a willingness to lend an ear to the problems faced by your students. It is important for teachers to establish a good rapport with students so that a positive, productive and safe learning environment is created in classrooms. Also Read: 35 Inspirational Quotes for Teachers Appreciation. 3. Observation Skills. Teachers should be well-prepared for their lectures ensuring that they carry all the material that aids in teaching, to the class. You should have a penchant for working in groups. Along with motivational skills that will keep the fire burning in the bellies of students, an effective teacher should rank high on empathy and rapport-building strategies. Teaching strategies often give you plenty of structure regarding how to teach a class, but not how to control it. If you are experiencing some behavioral problems in class, programs like Classcraft can help. Built by a teacher, Classcraft blends games and storytelling to motivate students and make learning more fun. Included in its many features is the ability to deliver teacher-designed curriculum in the form of games and Quests; a choose-your-own-adventure. With this game, teachers can align the objectives with the desired behavior in class. For example, if you want to solicit higher grades